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Abstract— Human activity recognition has received a great 

attention in the recent years due to its applications, 

especially in medical, security, industry fields. This paper 

presents a new way for detecting the human activity from 

the single image captured from a single camera. Different 

methods are there for the detection of human activity. One 

of them is HOG which is mostly used for human detection. 

In our study we found that the results of HOG feature is 

very fast and accurate as compared to other methods. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Human activity recognition aims to determine actions and 

goals of one or more humans from a still image. This paper 

presents a new approach to determine the activity of a 

human with object detection based on methods like HOG 

(histogram of oriented gradient), SVM (support vector 

machines), sift and surf methods. Human activity 

recognition has a basic goal to differentiate a human from its 

background and by the posture of human, determining the 

activity being performed by a human. There are several real 

time applications for human activity recognition like 

Surveillance Environment, Healthcare Systems, Daily Life 

Activity Monitoring, and Entertaining Environment.  

To define human activity better we can use an 

example. Consider an elderly man living alone in a house so 

we can use human activity as a security system by providing 

a camera outside for detecting any malicious human 

activities or for healthcare activities like detecting a stroke 

or heart attack in the house. For recognizing the human 

activity here we use HOG method. The histogram of 

oriented gradients (HOG) is a feature descriptor used in 

image processing for the purpose of object detection. The 

technique counts occurrences of gradient orientation in 

localized portions of an image. This method is computed on 

a dense grid of uniformly spaced cells and uses overlapping 

local contrast normalization for improved accuracy. 

HOG feature was first described by Navneet Dalal 

and Bill Triggs, researchers for the French National Institute 

for Research in Computer Science and Automation 

(INRIA), at the 2005 Conference on Computer Vision and 

Pattern Recognition (CVPR). ). In this work they focused on 

pedestrian detection in static images, although since then 

they expanded their tests to include human detection in 

videos, as well as to a variety of common animals and 

vehicles in static imagery. With the help of HOG descriptor 

the local object appearance and its shape within a image will 

described the distribution of the intensity gradients or edge 

directions. A histogram of gradient is compiled after the 

image is subdivided into the small connected regions called 

cells and for the pixels within each cell. . The descriptor is 

then the concatenation of these histograms. For improved 

accuracy, the local histograms can be contrast-normalized 

by calculating a measure of the intensity across a larger 

region of the image, called a block, and then using this value 

to normalize all cells within the block. This normalization 

results in better invariance to changes in illumination and 

shadowing. 

Human Detection from an image is a challenging 

task with respect to their appearance and wide range of 

poses. For detecting the human we need to use HOG feature, 

as HOG provide the fast and efficient result as compared to 

svm. 

Firstly the color image is taken and it is converted 

into gray scale. Then the gradient of the image is found. 

With the help of some positive and negative images training 

cascading is perform on the images using histogram. Then 

after finishing the training the image, the human is 

extracted. 

II. LITERATURE 

There appear to be two leading approaches to the problem of 

human detection. One approach uses a single detection 

window analysis whereas the other approach uses a parts-

based approach. Within each method, different authors offer 

different features and different classifiers to tackle the 

problem. Under the single-detection-window approach, the 

work of Papgeorgiou and Poggio uses Haar-based 

representation, combined with a polynomial SVM. 

The work of Gavrila and Philomin compare edge 

images to an exemplar dataset using the chamfer distance. 

Extended their Haar-like wavelets to handle space-time 

information for moving-human detection. The “Integral 

Image” allows very fast evaluation of Harr-wavelet type 

features, known as rectangular filters. This led to a real-time 

face detection system that was later Extended to a human 

detection system using rectangular filters both in space and 

time.[4] But the main drawback of SVM method is we can 

detect human only from within the dataset.there are different 

techniques to extract features and images for human 

detection . But out of some like harr-wavelets, lbp(local 

binary pattens), hog.  We will be using hog (Histogram of 

oriented gradient) for its better feature. Out of all time is 

little consuming but accuracy is more in hog. 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG) was first 

introduced by Dalal and Triggs for pedestrian detection in 

2005 and since then has been widely used to detect many 

different objects. In their framework each image window is 

first gamma and colour normalized then is divided into 

small regions called Cells. In order to make the descriptor 

robust to contrast, a bigger region called Block is defined. 

Blocks consist of a number of adjacent cells and have 

overlaps with each other. After calculating gradients for all 

pixels in each cell of the image, they will be quantized into a 

user defined number of bins (suppose b). So each cell will 

be represented by a b-bin Histogram of Oriented Gradients. 

By concatenating these vectors for all cells inside each block 

of image, HoG feature vector is formed. [3]. 

The HOG/SIFT representation has several 

advantages. It captures edge or gradient structure that is very 

characteristic of local shape, and it does so in a local 
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representation with an easily controllable degree of 

invariance to local geometric and photometric 

transformations: translations or rotations make little 

difference if they are much smaller that the local spatial or 

orientation bin size.[2] For human detection, rather coarse 

spatial sampling, fine orientation sampling and strong local 

photometric normalization turns out to be the best strategy, 

presumably because it permits limbs and body segments to 

change appearance and move from side to side quite a lot 

Provided that they maintain a roughly upright orientation. 

[2] 

In the original HOG descriptor, Dalal & Triggs 

designed a shape descriptor which manages to extract 

human shape accurately. However, the descriptor extracts 

the features at a fixed scale. According to scale space 

theory, different scales may provide different information 

that can be used to describe the visual characteristics of an 

object. 

[1]Certain information of an object may appear or 

becoming more meaningful at certain scales of observation 

like detecting  human in which whole human is not there 

then we can detect human by detecting only face of the 

human. This technique can be applied to improve the HOG 

feature extraction for human detection. Different parts of 

human body can be extracted in more detail at different 

scales. As an example, information of body parts such upper 

body, eye pair, mouth, face can be extracted in a more 

convenient way at finer scales 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Trainer for Human Detection 

 
Fig. 1: Trainer for Human Detection 

1) Human Images: 

For Detecting Human we need the database of positive and 

negative images. Here by, comparing the positive and 

negative images human extraction is possible. 

2) Gradient Image: 

The color images are taken as an input, then grayscale is 

applied on the colored image. For that rgb2gray function is 

used.Rgb2gray is used to convert the true-color image RGB 

to the grayscale intensity image I. rgb2gray converts RGB 

images to grayscale by eliminating the hue and saturation 

information while retaining the luminance. 

After finding the grayscale of the image we need to 

find the gradient of the image. There are various methods 

for finding gradient of the image. So using the best method 

out of it we need to calculate the magnitude and the 

direction of the grayscale image. 

3) Histogram of the image: 

Histogram of the image computes the frequency distribution 

of the elements in the input for calculating the histogram of 

the image imhist is used. imhist(I) calculates the histogram 

for the intensity image I and displays a plot of the 

histogram. The number of bins in the histogram is 

determined by the image type. 

If I is a grayscale image, imhist uses a default value 

of 256 bins. 

If I is a binary image, imhist uses two bins. 

4) Train the cascading detector using positive and negative 

images: 

After finding the histogram of the image, we needs to train 

the detector. For training, the cascade detector is used by 

positive image which would contain images with people in it 

and negative images which would contain anything but 

people in it. 

5) XML File: 

After training the images one xml file is generated which 

contains the information about the images. 

B. Overall Working Flow Diagram 

 
Fig. 2: Overall Working Flow Diagram 

1) Input Image: 

Detecting the human is a very typical task from the color 

image. So, here in our proposed work, explaining you from 

the color image it is possible to extract the image. Here the 

dataset of the colored images is taken for the different poses 

of the images. This dataset contains 1000 images of the 

persons. Using this 1000 images from any images human 

can be detected. 

2) Feature Extraction: 

After the dataset of the image is generated, we need to 

extract the features of the image. For using the HOG 

features, firstly we need to convert the color image into gray 

scale image. The gray scale image coverts the RGB image 

into grayscale using rgb2gray. Then after finding grayscale 

image we need to apply the HOG feature on the image. 

HOG feature is extracted from the grayscale image 

applied as an input. These features are returned in 1-by-N 

vector, where N is the HOG feature length. The returned 

features encode local shape information from regions within 

an image. This information can be used for the tracking, 

detecting and classification purposes. 

 
Fig. 3: classification 

3) Apply Cascading HOG Detector:- 

a) Why Train a Detector? 

The vision.CascadeObjectDetector System object is used for 

detecting frontal faces, profile faces, noses, upper body, and 

eyes. However, these classifiers may not be sufficient for a 
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particular, application therefore the 

trainCascadeObjectDetector function is used to train a 

custom classifier.  

b) How does the Cascade Classifier work? 

The cascade classifiers contains number of stages where 

each stage is a group of weak learners which is a classifier 

known as a decision stump. Here each stage is trained using 

a technique called boosting. Boosting provides the ability to 

train a highly accurate classifier by taking a weighted 

average of the decisions made by the weak learners. Every 

stage of the classifier labels the region defined by the 

current location of the sliding window as either positive or 

negative. The positive results that an object was found and 

the negative image indicates that number object was found. 

If the label is negative, the classification of this region is 

complete, and the detector slides the window to the next 

location. If the label is positive, the classifier passes the 

region to the next stage. The detector reports an object found 

at the current window location when the final stage 

classifies the region as positive. 

c) How to Use The trainCascadeObjectDetector 

Function to Create a Cascade Classifier 

Cascade classifier training requires a set of positive samples 

and a set of negative images. You must provide a set of 

positive images with regions of interest specified to be used 

as positive samples. You also must provide a set of negative 

images from which the function generates negative samples 

automatically. Set the number of stages, feature type, and 

other function parameters to achieve acceptable detector 

accuracy. 

 
Fig. 4: Stages 

4) XML file: 

After training the image using the cascade detector, one 

XML database file will be generated which contains each 

and every information of the image. The xml file extension 

is .xml file.  

5) Human Activity Classify: 

As database is created and training is applied on the images 

now, we need to find whether the human can be detected or 

not by comparing the negative and positive images and the 

image which we provide as an input. After detecting the 

human we need to classify the different basic activities of 

the human like running, walking, sitting etc. 

6) Object Detection: 

Object detection is the identification of an object in an 

image or video. 

7) Human and Object ROI Distance Measure: 

When we have detected the human and the object after that 

we need to find the ROI distance between the human and the 

object. A region of interest (ROI) is a portion of an image 

that you want to filter or perform some other operation on. 

You define an ROI by creating a binary mask, which is a 

binary image that is the same size as the image you want to 

process with pixels that define the ROI set to 1 and all other 

pixels set to 0.More than one ROI can be defined in an 

image. 

8) Threshold: 

The Human Activity and the Human and Object ROI 

distance are compared if the distance is greater than the 

threshold then the image was included else the image it will 

not be included. 

9) Final Result: 

Finally we will obtain the result which is the Human and 

Object detection i.e, human and object both will be detected 

from same image. For example as an input we provide one 

image of the person who is repairing the bike then our 

output should specify the human and the bike as an object. 

IV. EXPECTED OUTCOMES 

Identifying a single human from the still image is an easy 

task. Using above all the techniques and procedure the 

ultimate goal is to obtain accurate result in detecting human 

and also multiple humans from an image. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents an efficient way to detect human from 

an image using the HOG features. Here we have used large 

number of better quality images to train the cascading 

detector for features' extraction. Here we propose to 

generate a new system for detecting multiple humans from a 

single image for better results. 

Regarding the future work, it can be merged with 

the concepts of object detection to ensure the specific 

objective activities of human. It can also be modified for 

using in hospitals for critical patients who needs to be 

watched over constantly or it is useful for surveillance 

systems for malicious activities done by some people. 
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